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Molten-salt reactors (MSRs) are being studied at the Holifield

National Laboratory under a technology development program that was

reestablished in 197** • Although the current effort is limited to devel-

opment of technology (principally materials, chemical processing, and

tritium management) it is based on the fact that molten-salt reactors,

with coiitiwuous, on-line fuel processing, have the potential for breeding

in the Th— TJ fuel cycle with doubling times of the order of 20 years.

The concept of a reactor fueled with molten salt originated in the

late 19UOs as a potential source of high-temperature energy for a nuclear-

powered aircraft, and the first MSR (the Aircraft Reactor Experiment)

was successfully operated at temperatures to 800°C in 195**• Subsequently,

the development effort was redirected toward commercial applications of

MSRs. A second reactor, the 7-3-MW Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE)

was operated from 1965 to 1969. The technology on which the current

development effort is based was described in detail in 1972 (ref. 2).

Reference Breeder Concept

The reference conceptual design (Fig. l) for a 1000-MW(e) molten-

salt breeder reactor (MSBR) plant is described in reference 3- In

this design, a single molten-salt mixture is used as the fuel, fertile

7
material, and primary reactor coolant. The salt is a mixture of LiF, BeF^,

ThF. , and UF. (71.7, 16, 12, 0.3 mole %) with a liquidus temperature of

500°Cj the principal fissile nuclicLe Is 233U. The fuel salt is heated

from about 5$0°C to about 700°C by fission energy as it flows through the

reactor vessel. The heated salt is pumped to primary heat exchangers where
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Fig. 1. Single-fluid, two-region molten salt breeder reactor.
For lOOO-MW(e), the fuel salt flow rate through the core is 55,000 gpm,
but less than 1 gpm passes through the processing plant. Electricity
is produced from supercritical steam with an overall efficiency of hk%.



this heat is transferred to a secondary, or coolant, salt and the pri-

mary salt is returned to the reactor for reheating. The coolant salt,

a eutectic mixture of NaBF. and NaF (92-8 mole %), is circulated from

the primary heat exchangers to steam generators where supercritical steam

(5^0°C, 25 M Pa) is produced to drive a turbine-generator. The overall

plant thermal efficiency is kk.h%.

Processing of the fuel salt is accomplished by continuously with-

drawing a small side stream (3.3 liters/min) from the primary circuit

and treating it chemically to remove protactinium and dissolved fission

products in a series of steps (Fig. 2). The reconstituted and purified

salt is then returned to the reactor system. The entire fuel salt inven-

tory passes through the processing plant on a 10-day cycle which leads to

effective processing cycles of 10 days for Pa and Pu, and 16 to 50 days

for the important rare-earth fission products, depending on the removal

efficiency for the various chemical species. Those fission products

that are unaffected by this process are removed on a l6-yr cycle by

salt discard after recovery of the fissile material. In the reference

concept, thorium is not recovered from the discard stream, but such

recovery could be accomplished if it were economically attractive.

Gaseous fission products, notably Xe, are removed by a gas-stripping

system in the reactor primary circuit.

Core Neutronics

The MSBR is a graphite-moderated reactor with functional core,

blanket, and reflector regions that are formed by varying the fuel salt

to moderator ratio in the axial and radial directions (see Fig. 3). The

fuel salt and graphite are mutually compatible and are the only materials

in3ide the Hastelloy N reactor vessel (with the possible exception of
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Fig. 2. Conceptual flowsheet for processing a single-fluid
MSBR by fluorination-reductive extraction and the metal transfer
process.
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Fig. 3. Detailed plan view of graphite reflector and moderator elements.



shutdown rods which normally would be fully withdrawn). The fuel-salt

volume iraotion in the core region, zones I-A and I-B, is 0.132 which pro-

vides a somewhat undermoderated but reasonably well thermalized neutron

spectrum. In the blanket region, zones II-A and II-B, the salt fraction

is 0.37 to provide a harder neutron spectrum that enhances neutron

captures in thorium. The salt gap between the blanket and reflector is

partly a consequence of differential thermal expansion between the reactor

vessel and the core intervals (the reflector is held close to the vessel

wall to limit flux at the wall), and partly an allowance to facilitate

replacement of the graphite in the core and blanket. A minimal salt

fraction, 0.01, is provided in the reflector for graphite and vessel

cooling.

This core design is a compromise between a number of system param-

eters. An important design criterion was a minimum lifetime of It yr for

graphite made with existing technology. This defined the maximum fast-

neutron flux, and hence, the maximum fission density in the core. Within

this constraint, the reactor design was adjusted to maximize a "conser-

vation coefficient," which is proportional to the product of breeding

gain (breeding ratio minus l) times the square of the fuel specific power

p

[MW(t)/kg] . This approach tends to minimize the amount of mined fissile

fuel required to satisfy a linearly expanding power-generation capability.

Use of this parameter also produced near-minimum fuel cycle costs.

Previous computational analyses of MSBR conceptual designs were all

based on the GAM-II and ENDF-B, version I and II, cross-section libraries

1
with some HNL modifications. Few-group cross sections were produced

a

with the XSDRN code for use in one- and two-dimensional diffusion theory

calculations. Comprehensive survey and optimization calculations were
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performed with the ROD code which includes fuel-processing- and fuel-

cycle-cost considerations, as well as core neutronics in a pseudo two-

dimensional treatment. The neutronic performance was verified with two-

dimensional diffusion theory using the CITATION code. The resultant

performance characteristics (Table l) were judged to "be acceptable from

the standpoint of fuel utilization.

This reference design is currently being reexamined using cross-

section data obtained entirely from the ENDF-B, version IV, files and

processed with the AMPA system of computer codes. Few-group diffusion-
IP

theory calculations will then be made with ROD and with the VENTURE code.

Breeding and Resource Utilization

The nominal breeding ratio for the reference-design system is

relatively low (1.07), but the low specific inventory (hi^h specific

power) of the system leads to fuel doubling times that could eventually

limit the demand for fissile-fuel resources.

A detailed analysis has been made of the effects of uncertaintits

in neutron cross sections en the nominal breeding performance. The largest

single effect is due to uncertainties in the thermal value of "eta"

(neutrons produced per absorption) for "TJ, which produces an uncertainty

of +0.012 in breeding ratio. A significant effect is also associated with

uncertainties in the neutron capture cross section of fluorine which

produces a breeding-ratio uncertainty of +0.005. Other cross section

uncertainties present a combined uncertainty of less than ±0.01 in breeding

ratio. Uncertainties in breeding performance associated with neutron

captures in thorium can be accoraodated by minor changes in the thorium

or uranium concentration. This capability is greatly enhanced in MSRs



Table 1. MSBR Performance Characteristics

Conservation coefficient. (MW(t)/kg)' 16.2
Breeding ratio 1.071
Yield, ro per annum (at 0.8 plant factor) 3.63
Fissile inventory, kg 1487
Specific power. MW(t)/kg 1.51
System doubling time, years 19
Peak damage flux, E > SO keV, neutrons

cm"* sec"1

Core zone 1 3.5 x 10M

Reflector 2.9 X10 1 3

Vessel 3.3 X 101 '
Power density, W/cm3

Average 22.2
Peak 70.5

Ratio 3.18

Fission power fractions by zone
Core zone I 0.791
Core zone 2 0.150
Annulus and plenums 0.OS0
Reflector 0.009



by the fluid state of the fuel. The combined uncertainties in breeding

ratio due to all cross-section effects, assuming they are random and

independent, is +0.016.

Some additional uncertainty in breeding performance is associated

with the behavior of fission products in this fluid-fuel system. The

behavior of the rare earths is well known and is included in the calcu-

lations. However, one group of fission products (Se, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru,

Rh, Pd, Ag, Sb, Te) tends to remain in the metallic state and to separate

from the fuel salt partly by plating out on metal surfaces and partly by

evaporation into the off-gas system. If a significant fraction of these

materials were to plate out on the core graphite (this is not expected),

there would be a small loss in breeding ratio. In the earlier calcu-

lations, this eventuality was allowed for by arbitrarily assigning a

higher thermal-neutron absorption cross section (4.0 mb vs the nominal

value of 3.4 mb) to carbon.

Since the reference MSBR system was optimized on the basis of its

conservation coefficient, some enhancement of the breeding performance

could be attained at the expense of a higher specific inventory of fuel

and a somewhat higher fuel-cycle cost. An increase of approximately 0.01

in breeding ratio could be obtained without unreasonable physical properties

in the required fuel-salt mixture.

Based on the l6-yr salt discard cycle to eliminate salt-soluble fission

products that are not removed by the on-line processing system, the utili-

zation of thorium in the reference-design MSBR is 13»W. This is a direct

consequence of a conclusion that recovery of thorium from the plant wastes

is not economically justifiable. Recovery and reuse of the thorium is,

however, technologically feasible.
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Although the principal application of the MSR concept is expected

to be a true breeder with continuous, on-line fuel processing, the concept

is capable of producing high conversion ratios in low-power-density

systems with no Pa removel and batchwise fuel reprocessing on a several-

1k
year cycle. The core power density could be low enough to eliminate

the need for periodic graphite replacement. Since these reactors would

not breed, some makeup fissile material would be required, and recycle

Plutonium from light-water reactors could be considered for at least part

of the makeuj needs. Lifetime averaged conversion ratios as high as O.98

could be attained but, without thorium recovery during reprocessing, the

thorium utilization would be only about h%.

Reactor Kinetic Characteristics

Preliminary calculations have been made to evaluate the kinetic and

dynamic characteristics of the reference-design MSBR. Since the reactor

fuel circulates, the delayed-neutron fraction is reduced as some of these

neutrons are emitted outside the core; the calculated effective delayed-

neutron fraction is 0.12$ (vs 0.3$ for stationary fuel with nj). However,

the effect of this loss is limited by the relatively long prompt-neutron

lifetime, 0.U m sec. The overall, isothermal temperature coefficient of

reactivity (Table 2) is negative, with the largest negative ccntribution

coming from the Doppler coefficient of thorium in the fuel salt. The strongly

negative temperature coefficient of the fuel, coupled with the fact that

most of the energy of fission is deposited directly in the primary coolant

(fuel), is the principal factor in determining the initial response of the

reactor to externally caused reactivity transients. This is also the

dominant factor in the inherent dynamic stability of the reactor system.

The positive contribution to the salt temperature coefficient of reactivity
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Table 2. Coefficients of reactivity for uniform changes
in temperature across the MSBR core

Reactivity coefficient.
Component J £*_ .. _ - j .

<X 10"*)
Fuel «Jt

Doppler effect0 -4.37
Thermal base" +0.27
Density +0.83

Total fuel salt -3.28

Graphite:
Thermal base" +2.47
Density -0.12

Total paphite +23S

Core -0.87

'Primarily due to thorium.
Upward shifts in thermal spectrum increase reactivity be-

cause fissile cross section decrease less rapidly than the thorium
cross section does.
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due to salt density changes derives from the fact that the core is some-

what undermoderated and corresponds to a positive void coefficient of

reactivity in the fuel salt. However, no external mechanisms have been

identified for suddenly increasing the core salt void fraction by a

significant amount and salt boiling is difficult to attain. The temper-

ature at which the vapor pressure of the salt reaches 1 atm is estimated

to be 1525°C, more than 800°C above the normal operating temperature of

the salt. If salt boiling were to occur in individual fuel passages,

the process would tend to be self-limiting because the boiling would

expel fuel salt and reduce the heat source in those passages.

With the capability for continuous reprocessing and adjustment of

the fuel loading that is afforded by the fluid fuel concept, very little

excess reactivity is required in the MSBR core. This reduces the reactivity

control requirements as well as neutron losses to control materials. On

balance, the MSBR combines a significant positive breeding gain with high

specific power, potentially good utilization of fertile material, and a

high degree of inherent stability and safety in a system for breeding in

the Th-• ^ fuel cycle.
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